Klaes e-prod
THAT’S THE WAY IT IS PRODUCED TODAY

Have you ever estimated roughly how much time
you spend daily to print, sort and bring into production your manufacturing documents? Can you
imagine how much time your employees need every
day to find materials?
Well, with e-prod of Klaes, this will be “water under
the bridge”. In the future, create the manufacturing
information in a paperless form. By pressing a button, monitors, barcode or transponder display what
actually must be done at the respective workplace.

and errors are centrally organized. The results and
incidents are automatically archived and provide,
in addition to information for “CE WPK”, important
tools for further optimization.
And very important: the “WPK“ with Klaes e-prod
gives you the assurance that the necessary activities will be executed. And most important: It is easy
to handle because we use a technology which is
used by millions of people every day – the Internet!

It is very easy to plan and reschedule orders. With
a few mouse clicks your employees have the latest
information on the monitor. And at any time, you
have a quick and complete overview what is going
on in the workshop. Klaes e-prod knows exactly
where, for example, glass for sashes or loose accessories for special orders can be found.
With a connection to capacity planning, your dispatcher controls customer orders, too. Klaes e-prod
quality management is the electronic response to
the comprehensive requirements of the CE-sign and
the ”WPK” (German Chamber of Auditors). Thus,
all tasks, checks, inspections, maintenance work
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Klaes e-prod
OFFERS YOU

 ost reduction due to lower paper consumption
C
and less “PP-pressure-periods“

Quick
and flexible organization of production by
quick planning and rescheduling
Increase in production through improved flow of
information

Flexible
representation of information by individually designed monitor workstations
Production status, always up-to-date through 		
order tracking
Communication with inventory management and
capacity planning
Location information of glass, sash or frame by
warehouse administration
Intuitive handling - therefore an immediate use is
possible

